Alternate worlds

General practitioners and dentists

Sophia Samuel

Oral diseases are a significant cause of reduced quality of life and of pain, disability and death worldwide. Many are preventable, such as dental caries, which can be prevented through water fluoridation; many more are readily treatable in the early stages. In addition, the risk factors for poor oral health – such as a high-sugar diet, tobacco use and alcohol intake – overlap significantly with those of other common non-communicable diseases (NCDs). Untreated caries and gum disease may contribute to premature birth, type 2 diabetes, pneumonia, ischaemic heart disease and cognitive impairment.

Therefore, a disinterested observer may be surprised that Australian medical schools and general practitioner (GP) training do not at least include ‘a rotation’ at a community dental service or dental emergency department. All doctors are taught the fundamentals of a history, examination and investigation of the eye or ear, but not of dentition. While many GPs are interested in and have managed acute dental presentations, these skills have usually been acquired following Fellowship.

An immediate reason for this is that modern dental care is highly technical and specialised, and it necessitates that dentists, prosthodontists and hygienists – not GPs – provide primary-, secondary- and tertiary-level intervention in the oral cavity. Australians who visited a dental professional overwhelmingly (>85%) evaluated them as being respectful and good listeners, as well as spending enough time with them. However, only 50% of adults have had the recommended annual dental check-up. For comparison, approximately 70% of adolescents aged 13–14 years brush their teeth twice daily, and 90% of Australians have access to fluoridated drinking water.

So which groups are less likely to see a dentist? People who experience the highest socioeconomic disadvantage, live in regional and remote Australia, have a disability, currently smoke, drink unsafe amounts of alcohol or rate their health as fair/poor. Children aged 2–14 years and adults aged >85 years are the least likely to have seen a dentist in the past two years.

General practices have strong mechanisms in place that identify patients who are socioeconomically vulnerable, currently have or are at risk of NCDs, or are at the extremes of age. These are also likely to be the patients who will benefit from targeted preventive oral care – such as encouraging brushing and flossing, and inspection of the mouth, teeth and lips – integrated into their current care. The *Guidelines for preventive activities in general practice* also advise that pregnant women should have treatment of active caries and periodontal disease because of an increased incidence of gingivitis and flow-on benefits to the child.

There are systemic contributions to how and how often people use dental services: availability and cost are commonly cited barriers; public dental waiting lists are lengthy, and patients there more commonly receive an extraction over a filling. In this issue of *Australian Journal of General Practice*, Sen Gupta and Stuart explore how the separate evolution of medicine and dentistry has resulted in distinctive service delivery, policies and even awareness of each other’s networks.

Postgraduate education, such as the articles on oral presentations and orthopantomogram interpretation, is cited as one – albeit partial – solution.

Oral and dental health, as well as dental services, are important to our patients and need to be better integrated into our own thinking and practice.
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